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Abstract: The shift strategy of automatic transmission plays a vital role in the smoothness and
economy of heavy-duty mining trucks. In this paper, an engine fuel consumption model, a 6 + 2 speed
automatic transmission model, and a vehicle resistance model are built in MATLAB. Combined
with the development of smart mining technology, the traditional two-parameter economic shift
strategy is corrected based on vehicle load and road slope. The dynamic programming optimization
algorithm is used to extract the best economical shift strategy under known working conditions
to reduce the fuel consumption and the number of shifts. Finally, simulation experiments of the
optimized shift strategy by dynamic programming in a typical mine work cycle are carried out. The
simulation results show that the engine speed and output torque are maintained in a relatively stable
and efficient working range by using the proposed shift strategy. Compared with the traditional
two-parameter shift strategy, dynamic programming has advantages in reducing fuel consumption
and shift numbers.

Keywords: automatic transmission; shift strategy; dynamic programming; fuel consumption;
shift smoothness

1. Introduction

Different from passenger cars, heavy-duty mining trucks have to face problems such
as poor driving conditions, huge load capacity, and high fuel consumption [1,2]. The high-
power hydraulic automatic transmission (AT) uses clutches (or brakes) to shift gears, which
can ensure shifting without interruption of power and achieve good shifting smoothness;
the torque converter (TC) enables greater torque transmission at low speeds; and the
application of planetary row structure is reliable when shifting frequently. These three
features, which other types of transmissions do not have, make AT widely used in the
heavy truck field [3–5].

According to statistics, fuel consumption costs account for more than 30% of all
maintenance costs during the entire working cycle of heavy-duty mining trucks [6,7]. To
achieve energy saving and emission reduction, while meeting the power requirements
of vehicles, formulating the best economical shift strategy is a current research focus in
the field of automatic transmission [8,9]. Some researchers improve the traditional two-
parameter (vehicle speed and throttle opening) shifting rules by adding more reference
parameters, such as vehicle acceleration [10], mass [11,12], road slope [11], and the driver
intention [13,14]. In order to improve fuel economy and electric bus dynamic performance,
Li et al. [10] proposed the concept of equivalent slope and used a three-parameter shift
schedule based on vehicle acceleration. Through real-time identification of road conditions,
Lei and Liu [11] proposed a generalized load theory under different road grades and
vehicle masses, and then deduced a three-parameter shift strategy based on generalized
load. Zhang et al. [14] analyzed and summarized the characteristics of driver intentions
under different driving environments, using the driver’s intention as the third parameter
to optimize the shift schedule. However, these shift strategies with increasing types
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of parameters often do not have the ability to predict the future driving environment.
They only achieve the best instantaneous best fuel economy, but not the global optimal
shift strategy. Moreover, these traditional economic shift schedules often sacrifice other
performance (such as frequent shifting).

Because of this, some scholars used predictive control to optimize the shift strate-
gies [15,16]. Ngo et al. [17] comprehensively considered the power distribution strategy,
engine start-stop, and gear control problems of hybrid electric vehicles, and combined the
dynamic programming and the minimum principle to propose a predictive shift control
strategy. To reduce the fuel consumption of commercial vehicles, Erik and Maria [18]
optimized the gear and vehicle speed within the predicted area in front of the vehicle
based on the geographic location information provided by the navigation system. As the
deterministic dynamic programming algorithm is complex and difficult to apply in real
time simulation, the neural network was adopted by Xu et al. [19] to make up for this
shortcomings. The optimal control of the predictive shift strategy currently studied is
based on the road cycle conditions for passenger vehicle. Whether the transmission control
unit (TCU) can meet requirements of calculation speed by the real-time predict control still
need to be discussed.

However, the mining vehicle only travels between the mining source and the mining
plant, which means it has a single driving route, so its road parameters and vehicle
parameters are relatively fixed and easier to collect than for a passenger vehicle. Therefore,
with the development of smart mining technology, it is possible to use a global optimization
control algorithm to get the best shift strategy based on vehicle speed, throttle opening,
vehicle load, and road slope in the whole working cycle to replace the traditional two-
parameter shift strategy [20,21].

This paper proposes a modified shift strategy based on the vehicle load and road
slope, and uses dynamic programming (DP) to solve the global optimal shift schedule of
heavy-duty mining trucks. Modelling of the powertrain system is carried out in Section 2.
Economical shift strategy based on the vehicle load and road slope modification and the
traditional two-parameter shift strategy is given in Section 3. Optimization of the AT shift
strategy based on the DP algorithm is described in Sections 4 and 5 presents a comparison
of the optimized results with the traditional two-parameter shift strategy in the typical
mining working cycle of heavy-duty mining trucks. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.

2. Modeling of Heavy-Duty Mining Trucks Powertrain System

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the 6 + 2 speed AT powertrain system, which
is mainly composed of an engine, a torque converter, planetary gear mechanism, main
reducer, and wheel.
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2.1. Modeling of the Engine

Related to its rotational speed ωE and throttle opening θ, the output torque of the
diesel engine TE can be described as

TE(ωE, θ) = TP + IP
.

ωP, (1)

where TP, IP, and ωP are the pump torque, equivalent inertia, and speed, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the engine fuel consumption characteristics map. Through the look-up
map, the fuel consumption rate bE can be obtained, based on the engine speed and torque.

bE = bE(ωE, PE) = bE(ωE, ωE · TE), (2)

where PE is the engine power.
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Figure 2. The engine fuel consumption characteristics map of the heavy-duty mining truck.

2.2. Modeling of the Torque Converter

Equipped with the lock-up clutch CL, the torque converter will enter the working
mode to provide a higher output torque in low gears (first and second gears), while it will
stop working for better fuel economy in high gears (third to sixth gears). As shown in
Figure 3, the characteristics of the torque converter (including the capacity coefficient CTC,
torque ratio KTC, speed ratio iTC, and efficiency ηTC) are used to describe their dynamic
equation given by 

TP = CTCω2
P

TT = KTCTP
ωT = iTCωP

PT = TTωT = ηTCPP = KTCiTCTPωP

, (3)

where TT , ωT , and PT are the turbine torque, speed, and power, respectively, and PP is the
pump power.
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Figure 3. The original characteristics of the torque converter.

2.3. Modeling of the Planetary Gear Mechanism

By choosing different clutches or brakes (CS, BS, CH, BM, BL, and BR) to connect,
The planetary gear mechanism realizes the switching of different speed ratios, as shown in
Table 1. According to the velocity relationship of a mesh point, the kinematics equations of
four planetary rows (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are{

ωCiRSi −ωPiRPi = ωSiRSi
ωCi(RSi + 2RPi) + ωPiRPi = ωRiRRi

, (4)

where Si, Ri, Ci, and Pi represent the sun gear, ring gear, planet carrier, and planetary gear,
respectively, ω is the angular velocity of the component, and R is the radius. The torque
equation of the planetary gear mechanism is{

TSi : TRi : TPi = 1 : γi : 1 + γi
TO = igηgTT

, (5)

where TSi, TRi, and TPi are the torque of the sun gear, ring gear, and planet carrier, respec-
tively, γi =

RRi
RSi

is the structural parameter of planetary gear row, and TO, ig, and ηg are the
output torque, speed ratio, and efficiency of AT, respectively.

Table 1. Combined clutch/brake schedule.

Gears CS BS CH BM BL BR CL Gear Ratio

1 × × × 4.00
2 × × × 2.67
3 × × 2.00
4 × × 1.33
5 × × 1.00
6 × × 0.67

R1 × × −5.00
R2 × × −3.33

2.4. Modeling of the Main Reducer and Wheels

Through the main reducer (speed ratio iFD), the torque output of AT is finally trans-
mitted to the wheels. For modelling convenience, we simplified the longitudinal vehicle
model, without considering the vehicle’s yaw, pitch, and other motion directions. The
output torque of AT is described as

TO =
Iw

.
ωw + TV

iFD
, (6)
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where ωw is the wheel speed and Iw is the equivalent inertia of wheels.
The vehicle longitudinal resistance torque TV can be described by

TV = rw

(
Mg froll +

CDSV
21.15

vV
2 + Mg sin α + δMaV

)
+ TB, (7)

where rw is the radius of the wheel, M is the vehicle mass, froll is the rolling resistance
coefficient, CD is the air resistance coefficient, SV is the windward area, vV is the vehicle
speed, α is the road slope, δ is the conversion coefficient of rotating mass, aV is the vehicle
acceleration, and TB is the braking torque.

3. Shift Strategy Modification Based on Vehicle Load and Road Slope
3.1. The Traditional Two-Parameter Economical Shift Strategy

The economical shift strategy means that the shift timing selected by the vehicle
should be for the minimum fuel consumption. The fuel consumption per hour of the
vehicle is

Qt =
bE · PE
3600

. (8)

When the vehicle is in the non-braking state (TB= 0), the engine output power can be
described as

PE =
TV · vV

ηT
=

vV
ηT

(
Mg froll +

CDSV
21.15

vV
2 + Mg sin α + δMaV

)
, (9)

where ηT = ηg · ηTC is the efficiency of the powertrain system. Substituting Equation (9)
into Equation (8), we can get

Qt =
bE · vV
3600ηT

(
Mg froll +

CDSV
21.15

vV
2 + Mg sin α + δMaV

)
. (10)

The relationship between vehicle speed and engine speed is

vV =
0.377 · rw ·ωE

igiFD
. (11)

From Equations (1), (2), and (11), we can know

bE = bE(θ, vV). (12)

Combine Equations (10) and (12), we can know that the fuel consumption per hour Qt
is a function of vehicle speed vV , throttle opening θ, vehicle mass M, and road slope α

Qt = Qt(θ, vV , M, α). (13)

The relationship between the vehicle fuel consumption Q and the fuel consumption
per hour Qt is

Q =
∫

Qtdt =
∫

QtdvV
dt

dvV
=

1
aV

∫
QtdvV . (14)

As shown in Figure 4, the vehicle fuel consumption Q is the area enclosed under the
fuel consumption per hour curve. The intersection of the two adjacent gears, as shown in
Figure 4 point C, is the best fuel economy shift point (if there is no intersection, take the
minimum position as the best fuel economy shift point at the same vehicle speed, as shown
at points A and B).
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Integrating the shift points under different throttle openings, the traditional two-
parameter economical shift curve of the truck without considering vehicle load and road
slope (M = Mmax, α = α0) is obtained, as shown in Figure 5.
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3.2. Modification of Shift Strategy Based on Vehicle Load

The self-weight coefficient of heavy-duty mining trucks is much lower than that of
ordinary passenger vehicles, and even under 0.7 ( M0

Mmax−M0
≤ 0.7). The unloaded mass of

the truck studied in this paper is M0 = 30,000, and the full-load mass is Mmax = 72,000 .
This huge load capacity will have a non-negligible impact on the shift strategy. Assuming
that other conditions are constant, according to the aforementioned method, the vehicle
speed and throttle opening of the shift point under no-load and full-load conditions can
be obtained, respectively. In order to simplify the calculation, this paper chooses the
linear interpolation method to obtain the best economy shift point corresponding to any
vehicle load.

f (M) =
M−Mmax

M0 −Mmax
f (M0) +

M−M0

Mmax −M0
f (Mmax). (15)
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Let σM = M−Mmax
M0−Mmax

, then Equation (15) can be transformed into

vv,M =
M−Mmax

M0 −Mmax
vv,0 +

M−M0

Mmax −M0
vv,max = σMvv,0 + (1− σM)vv,max. (16)

Taking the shift line of the 3–4 upshift as an example, the shift schedule based on
vehicle load correction is shown in Figure 6a. From the shift lines corresponding to the
three different vehicle loads in the figure, it can be seen that the vehicle load has a great
impact on the shift point. At the same throttle opening, the shifting speed increases as the
vehicle load increases.
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3.3. Modification of Shift Strategy Based on Road Slope

The slope of the mine road changes frequently, and the maximum road slope is
generally greater than the urban road. The maximum slope of the mine road referred to
this paper is αmax = 7%. On actual roads, the slope is a continuously changing random
variable, so it is impossible to design the shift schedule for every road slope. After using the
aforementioned method to obtain the shift schedule of the maximum road slope, the vehicle
speed at any other road slope can also be obtained by using the interpolation method.

f (α) =
α− αmax

α0 − αmax
f (α0) +

α− α0

αmax − α0
f (αmax). (17)

Let σα = α−αmax
α0−αmax

, then Equation (17) can be transformed into

vV,α = σαvV,α0 + (1− σα)vV,αmax. (18)

Still taking the 3–4 upshift as an example, the shift strategy based on road slope
modification is shown in Figure 6b. It can be seen that the shift point would be delayed
under the same throttle opening in climbing working conditions.

4. Optimizing Shift Strategy Based on DP

The dynamic programming algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem,
by decomposing it into simpler sub-problems, and using the optimal solution of its sub-
problems to obtain the optimal solution of the overall problem. Compared to the exhaustive
attack method, DP not only reduces the amount of calculation, but also obtains many
useful intermediate calculation processes [22]. After completing the modification of the AT
economical shift strategy based on vehicle load and road slope, the DP algorithm will be
used for global optimization.

The gear state ng(k) is used as a state variable, and the shift command ug(k) is used as
a control variable. For this 6 + 2 speed AT shift command, ‘−1’ means to downshift one gear;
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‘0’ means to maintain the current gear; and ‘1’ means to upshift one gear ug(k) = (−1, 0, 1).
As a stepped transmission, it is necessary to discretize the AT gears ratios

ng(k + 1) =


1, i f ng(k) + ug(k) ≤ 1
6, i f ng(k) + ug(k) ≥ 6
ng(k) + ug(k), other

. (19)

Under the known driving conditions with vehicle speed, throttle opening, load, and
road slope, the minimum vehicle fuel consumption is established as the optimization
objective function, and then the optimal control sequence of the state variables n∗g(k) can
be solved

n∗g(k) = argminQ
ng(k)

=
N−1

∑
k=0

bE(k)∆t. (20)

The optimization objective function of fuel consumption is

J∗k
(
ng(k)

)
= min

u(k)
Q(k)∆t + J∗k

(
ng(k + 1)

)
. (21)

Under the known actual road conditions, there are some situations where the road
slope fluctuates violently. These fluctuations of the road slope may cause sudden changes
in throttle opening and braking, while vehicle speed changes with a lag, which will lead
the AT into cyclically shift. It is better to avoid or reduce these cyclic shifts because they
not only reduce comfort and increase fuel consumption, but also accelerate clutch wear,
which seriously affects the service life of the AT.

η(k) = λ
∣∣ng(k + 1)− ng(k)

∣∣, (22)

where, λ is the penalty coefficients for the number of shifts.
The final objective function of DP optimization is:

J∗k
(
ng(k)

)
= min

u(k)

[
Q(k)∆t + J∗k

(
ng(k + 1)

)
+ η(k)

]
. (23)

Moreover, it is necessary to consider constraints caused by the engine.{
ωE,min ≤ ωE(k) ≤ ωE,max

0 ≤ TE(k) ≤ TE,max
. (24)

The constraint variables in the transmission are

ug(k) =


{0, 1}, i f ng(k) = 1
{−1, 0}, i f ng(k) = 6
{−1, 0, 1}, other
1 ≤ ng(k) ≤ 6
N−1
∑

k−0
ug(k) = 0

. (25)

The known working condition is divided into N stages, and the sampling step ∆t is
set to one second. Starting from the Nth stage of the last second, the entire condition is
calculated from the bottom up to the first stage, so as to obtain the economical optimal
solution for each stage of gear ng(k) and shift command ug(k). At a certain time, k, the
calculation steps based on DP is shown in Figure 7.
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5. Simulation Results of DP

According to the actual mine road, the known working condition of the heavy-duty
mining truck is shown in Figure 8. The general working state can be divided into four
sections: 1© the a–b section is waiting for loading; 2© the b–c section is full-load climbing;
3© the c–d section is waiting for unloading; and 4© the final d–e section is no-load downhill.

On this 10 km simulation road, the truck speed limit is 45 km/h and the maximum slope is
7%. The simulation step is set to 1 s, and the entire simulation time is 2000 s. The vehicle
parameters are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Symbol Value Unit

M0 30,000 kg
Mmax 72,000 kg
iFD 22.4
rw 0.97 m
froll 0.03
CD 0.8
SV 15 m3

ηg 0.95
αmax 10.5%

Figure 9 shows the simulation results based on the DP algorithm optimization. Af-
ter the adjustment of the AT, the engine speed and output torque are maintained in
a relatively stable and efficient working range, 1200 r/min ≤ ωE ≤ 1550 r/min and
1400 N·m ≤ TE ≤ 1900 N·m, as shown in Figure 9a,b. According to the difference in vehi-
cle speed, throttle opening, vehicle load, and road slope, the optimized gear is selected
properly in Figure 9c. The total number of shifts without shift cycle phenomenon, is
46 times, which is a reduction of 37.0%, compared to the traditional shift strategy, as shown
in Table 3. Figure 9d shows the growth curve of vehicle fuel consumption, in which the
final fuel consumption is 17.6 kg, with a decrease of 8.8%.
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(b) engine torque, (c) the AT gear selected, and (d) vehicle fuel consumption.

Table 3. Comparison results of shift strategy based on the dynamic programming with the traditional
two parameters.

Shift
Strategy λ

Fuel Con-
sumption

Reduction
Rates

Number of
Shifts

Reduction
Rates

Dynamic pro-
gramming

λ = 0 16.8 (kg) 12.9% 67 8.2%
λ = 0.4 17.6 (kg) 8.8% 46 37.0%

Traditional
two

parameters
- 19.3 (kg) - 73 -
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The engine operating points before and after optimization are compared in Figure 10.
It can be seen that the DP optimized engine operating points are more concentrated in
the high-efficiency range. Under the same engine output power, the optimized shift
schedule can well avoid the inefficient range near ωE = 1100 r/min, TE = 1800 N·m and
ωE = 1750 r/min, TE = 1000 N·m, so as to achieve the best fuel economy.
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6. Conclusions

(1) In this paper, the powertrain system model for a heavy-duty mining truck equipped
with automatic transmission is built in MATLAB. The traditional economical two-
parameter shift strategy is modified according to the vehicle load and road slope. The
revised shift strategy shows that the upshift required higher vehicle speed under full
load climbing working conditions.

(2) The optimal shift strategy based on a dynamic programming algorithm under known
working conditions is proposed. The simulation results show that the proposed
shift strategy can effectively reduce the fuel consumption from 19.3 to 17.6 kg and
unnecessary shifts from 73 to 46 times, respectively.

(3) Overall, the DP algorithm to optimize the global shift strategy for heavy-duty mining
trucks is feasible and efficient. Hardware-in-the-loop and real vehicle testing will be
the key of the future works.
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